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Abstract
In today’s highly technological world there are devices for every occasion. That is why
there is intense competition between developers who often create quite similar kinds of
products. One of the multiple ways to stand out from the crowd is to have good usability
in their products. By investing on usability companies can make their products better
and that can improve their relationship with customers.
The goal of this thesis was to find out how ICT organizations in Finland approach
usability. This research was conducted by sending a survey to randomly picked Finnish
ICT companies and the data was analyzed once the survey was closed. Literature review
was also conducted and the results of literature review were reflected on the results of
the survey.
The results were very positive and most of the respondent organizations did conduct
usability evaluation at least at some level. They used multiple usability evaluation
methods and they did it at different stages of the product’s life cycle. These
organizations seem to understand what usability is, for they all defined it within the
lines of most common definitions of usability.
Keywords
Usability, usability evaluation, usability testing, ICT industry
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1.

Introduction

The competition in different Information and Communication Technology (ICT) market
areas is fierce. There are multiple manufactures for the same kind of products, for
example there are tens of mobile device developers such as Samsung, Apple, LG, etc. In
today’s world usability is more and more important every day, because customers
expect quality products (Krishnan, 1993). Customers will not buy a product with bad
usability if they can choose. However in some products usability is really bad even
though they are in popular use (Jokela, 2004), for example some popular phone
manufacturers might make their phones smart in a way that the phone tries to guess
what the user wants to do. Of course most of the time those smart phones are wrong and
user has to do things the hard way because phone made a mistake.
Usability as concept is still very young when it is related to technology (Hao & Jafaar,
2011). Usability does not have one universal definition either but many have defined it
in their own manner, for example ISO standard organization have their own definition
for usability (ISO, 1998). The age of usability as an acknowledged concept or its
definition does not matter however, because every single product which has interaction
between the product and user has usability in it, whether it is good or bad. There are
multiple studies that show the benefits of investing in usability (e.g. Ehret, 2002;
Markova & Aula, 2007).
Many different kinds of usability evaluation methods have been invented during the
years. The most used usability evaluation method is heuristic evaluation (Sivaji, Soo &
Abdullah. 2011). Automated usability evaluation is becoming very popular and there
has been new research in recent years on the subject (e.g. Humayoun, 2012). However
usability testing is still primarily done by human beings. That is why it is always
important to remember that whenever there are actual users testing the system, those
testers are not subjects of the test (Nielsen & Molich, 1990). The system and its user
interface are the test subjects.
Previous research shows that 74.4% of organizations in Denmark do usability
evaluation at least on some level (Bak, Nguyen, Risgaard & Stage, 2008). 73.4% of
game companies in Finland did usability evaluation for their products (Rautio, 2012).
The results of the current study show that 87.5% of ICT organizations in Finland do
usability evaluation. The results of previous studies and the current study show some
positive results on how seriously ICT companies take usability.
The purpose of this thesis is to understand what kind of approach Finnish ICT
organizations have for usability, its evaluation, and how they understand usability. This
study’s purpose is not to obtrude usability evaluation. Usability evaluation can even do
harm to the system if not used properly (Greenberg & Buxton, 2008). Usability
evaluation should not be forced upon development. If usability evaluation is considered
useless and unnecessary in organization, then it should be left out. However every
organization should at least evaluate their current stance on usability testing to find out
whether they need to do it.
The bottom line is, that usability evaluation does a lot of good for the system if it is
done correctly and at the right time with right tools. To quote Donahue et al. (1999),
“…not only is usability good for users, it is good business”, because good usability can
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reduce costs on documentation, maintenance, training, support and so on. This has been
proven by other researchers in ”traditional” software productions (Rajanen, 2003;
Rajanen & Jokela, 2004; Rajanen, 2006), in game development (Rajanen & Marghescu,
2006), and also in Open Source software development (Rajanen & Iivari, 2010).

1.1 Research Questions and Method
In this thesis I try to find out what ICT organizations in Finland think about usability, do
they evaluate the usability of their products and if they do, with what kind of methods
do they do the evaluations. The research questions are following:


What is Finnish ICT companies’ approach to usability evaluation?



What kind of methodologies do they use?



If organizations do not do any kind of usability evaluation, what are the reasons
for not doing it?

An e-survey was sent via email to various ICT organizations that operate in Finland.
The survey was implemented with Google Forms, which allows efficient survey
construction and data gathering.

1.2 Structure
In chapter 2 there is a literature review, in which we discuss about what usability is,
different usability evaluation methods, what benefits good usability brings, and what
user-centered design is. In chapter 2 we also take a look on user experience and how it
differs from usability. Chapter 3 is going to focus on previous approach on usability in
the industry and those views will be later reflected to the results of the survey. Chapter 4
is about research methodology, the limitations of this study, and how the survey was
constructed and conducted. In chapter 5 are the results of the survey. Chapter 6 is the
discussion part of this thesis, where the results are discussed and reflected on the
previous approach of usability. Chapter 7 is will conclude this thesis. The cover letters
and the survey can be found in the appendices.
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2.

Usability

Usability as a concept is still quite young, for it has been around only for thirty years
(Hao & Jafaar, 2011). Usability was not needed to be considered before because in the
early days computer software was only used by scientists and the main priorities were
functionality and raw computing power. When personal computers arrived software
needed to be more user friendly which meant that the developers had to start thinking
things from the user’s perspective too. (Cudd & Oskouie, 1996.)

2.1 Overview on Usability
There is no exact definition for usability that is known and used everywhere. (Hao &
Jafaar, 2011). However, there are many definitions created by usability practitioners and
standard organizations such as the International Organizations of Standardization (ISO).
ISO (1998) has defined usability as a “extend to which a product can be used by
specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction
in a specified context of use”.
ISO (1998) has also defined effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction and context of use to
clarify the definition of usability:


Effectiveness: Accuracy and completeness with which users achieve specified
goals.



Efficiency: Resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness
with which users achieve goals.



Satisfaction: Freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes towards the use of
the product.



Context of use: Users, tasks, equipment, and the physical and social
environments in which a product is used.

One of the most influential and well known persons in the world of usability is Jakob
Nielsen. He has described usability as a “quality attribute that assesses how easy user
interfaces are to use” (Nielsen, 2012). Nielsen takes a bit different kind of approach in
defining usability compared to ISO’s definition. Nielsen defines usability more simply
because he thinks that usability is just about how easy it is to use some system.
Unfortunately it is not as simple as Nielsen’s definition lets understand. That is why
Nielsen (2012) has added five quality components to clarify the definition of usability,
just like ISO (1998) has clarified its definition with effectiveness, efficiency,
satisfaction and context of use. Nielsen’s components are learnability, efficiency,
memorability, errors and satisfaction (shown in more detail in Table 1).
Even though Nielsen’s and ISO’s definitions are a bit different, both of them have
similar aspects in them. Both of them think that user satisfaction and efficiency play key
role in good usability. The greatest thing that separates those two definitions is probably
the fact that ISO’s definition focuses on how effectively the user can get certain task
done and Nielsen on the other hand focuses on ease of use.
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Usability education is in central part of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) studies
nowadays (Greenberg & Buxton, 2008). In university of Oulu there are multiple courses
that focus on usability and how to evaluate it. However, for some reason there still are
organizations that are not aware of the benefits of usability or do not conduct any
usability evaluation for a reason or another (Rajanen, 2004). One of the reasons why
usability evaluation has not been in such an important role might be that there really has
not been any specified role for usability experts (Ahmad, Butt & Rahim, 2013).
Usability is not just about the user interface. It also includes the methods how one uses
the system. Mouse, remote, keyboard etc. are not always the best solution to use system
(Yuyama, Takiura, Numata, Hasegawa & Watanabe, 2007). It is important to realize the
way of how the users use the system, because even if your user interface is perfect but
the “tool” it is controlled with is wrong, system’s usability is going to suffer. In that
sense the ISO’s (1998) definition is more comprehensive and is probably better
definition for industry use.
Table 1. Quality components of usability (Nielsen, 2012)

Component

Description

Learnability

How easy user interface is to learn.

Efficiency

Once the user interface has been learned, how efficiently it can
be used.

Memorability

If user does not use the system for a while, how easy it is to start
using it again.

Errors

How much errors are made by users, are they severe and how
easy it is to recover from them.

Satisfaction

How satisfied the users are when using the user interface.

2.2 Usability Evaluation Methods
Usability evaluation differs quite a lot from traditional software testing. With usability
evaluation one can find things that need to be changed especially from the user’s point
of view and in software testing one can find errors in programming (Ferreira, Noble &
Biddle, 2007). During the life time of usability as a concept there has been different
kinds of methods developed to improve the usability of software systems (Juristo,
2009). There needs to be different types of evaluation methods because there are
different types of systems (Butt, Ahmad & Rahim, 2014). For example web sites should
have different kind of evaluation approach than traditional software systems (Yan &
Guo, 2010) and mobile devices have their own usability issues (Skattor, 2008).
Often it is heard that there is no room in budget to recruit test participators or create a
usability lab. However there are cheap ways to improve usability. Nielsen (1994) and
McGinn & LaRoche (2014) have solutions for very cheap usability improvement. For
example you can use your employees, friends and families rather than an expensive
usability professional who charges hundreds of dollars (McGinn & LaRoche, 2014).
You can also do walkthroughs, think-aloud sessions, heuristic evaluations etc. with your
current engineers (Butt et al., 2014). When you involve end users, you do not need
many of them. Even one participant can give you at least some sort of view of how good
your current user interface is, even though 3 – 5 participants is recommended (Nielsen,
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1994). It is also possible to mix different methods and that way one can modify the
testing for their own needs.
Organizations should do some sort of usability cost-benefit analysis before conducting
any usability evaluation. In some cases they might come to a conclusion that they do not
need to do any evaluations because it is not worth it, for example in case when their
product is a button with only the function to turn light on. There are many different
ways to conduct usability cost-benefit analysis (Donahue, Weinschenk & Nowicki,
1999; Rajanen, 2003). Kim et al. (2007) think that tangible (can be measured with
money) and intangible (cannot be measured with money) benefits of software should be
separated from each other. Tangible values include such things as people and time.
Intangible values include usability values, like ease of use and learnability.
There are lots of different ways to do usability evaluation from heuristic evaluation (e.g.
Sivaji et al., 2011; Livingston, Mandryk & Stanley, 2010) to eye tracking (Ehret, 2002).
However all of them can be categorized in four main categories. These categories are
formal analysis techniques, computerized procedure that is done automatically,
empirical methods by using test users and watching what they do, and heuristic
methods that are performed just by studying the interface and evaluating it (Nielsen &
Molich, 1990).
Automating usability evaluation is becoming more popular. Two classes of approach
which are good for automation have been identified for finding critical usability
incidents. Those classes are event-based reporting and self-reporting (Akers, Simpson,
Jeffries & Winograd, 2009). Usability evaluation automation and management in
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) provides great benefits, such as improved
user experience and higher quality products (Humayoun, 2012).
Sivaji et al. (2011) created their own Usability Management System (UMS). In their
case study evaluators did usability evaluation 132 minutes faster than by doing it
manually. UMS needs real persons to use it, but UMS does not get any duplicates, it
does reporting automatically, it can be customized, and the data is centralized which
makes the retrieval of the data much faster. (Sivaji et al., 2011.) UMS is not perfect but
it shows that automation can be beneficial and it can save lots of money and time if it is
done correctly which can be generalized to all usability test automation.
Whenever doing usability evaluation it is important to remember that you are doing it
for the end users, not for the developers. That is why it would be wise to have real users
test the usability because developer’s usually might find the system a lot easier to use
than the real users (Donahue et al., 1999). Having some random people testing the
system could give good results but having real end users would be most beneficial
(Ferreira et al., 2007). Usability evaluation should not be done without knowledge of
usability evaluation. You should at least train your staff about usability and how to
evaluate and improve it, but even better would be if you hire or at least consult some
sort of usability expert (Donahue et al., 1999).
Heuristic evaluation is the most used usability evaluation method (Sivaji et al., 2011).
Heuristic evaluation is usability testing done by experts who try to find faults in the
usability of a system (Livingston et al., 2010). Heuristic evaluation can be conducted by
non-experts but usability experts who have studied lots of different user interfaces can
find more problems than non-experts (Nielsen & Molich, 1990).
The number of participants in heuristic evaluation is important too. Nielsen and Molich
(1990) say that one evaluator is not enough and you cannot trust those results. On the
other hand when you have ten or more evaluators, the number of faults found
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diminished a lot. That is why it is suggested to use three-to-five evaluators when
conducting heuristic evaluation (Nielsen & Molich, 1990; Nielsen, 1994). 10 usability
heuristics by Jakob Nielsen (1995) are probably some of the best known usability
heuristics (shown in table 2). His heuristics have been references in many studies are
and they are widely used in university level education.
Table 2. 10 usability heuristics (Nielsen, 1995)

Heuristic

Description

Visibility of system status

User should always know what is happening and they
should get enough feedback

Match between system User friendly language, and natural and logical order
and the real world
User control and freedom

Easy to undo unwanted actions

Consistency and standards Consistency with words, actions and situations
Error preventation

Try to prevent errors rather than making good error
messages

Recognition rather than User should not remember what some action does, rather
recall
it should be obvious what to do
Flexibility and efficiency Allow user to do actions with different methods
of use
Aesthetic and minimalist Add nothing irrelevant
design
Help user recognize, Error messages should not include any codes, just plain
diagnose and recover text
from errors
Help and documentation

Help and documentation should be easy to use.

Kamper’s (2002) Lead, Follow and Get out of the way (LF&G) heuristics loan a lot
from other heuristics, such as Nielsen’s ten heuristics but it has total of 18 heuristics.
Rather than trying to find errors in usability, LF&G tries to make user to achieve a goal.
Kamper (2002) has put all three main principles in the order of importance, so leading
the user to achieving the goal successfully is the most important thing. Second most
important thing is that user is followed and if needed, the system helps user to success.
Last and the least important (still very important though) is getting out of the user’s
way. Give the user tools to achieve the goal by oneself without any assistance.
LF&G’s heuristics are more like a model that can be modified. Pre-defined heuristics
are not necessarily set in stone but they can be modified so that they fit in certain
purpose. For example one can modify LF&G heuristics for hardware and software
separately. (Kamper, 2002.) Every system should be thought as a single unit which
needs its own evaluation method. By modifying the evaluation method to fit the system
to be tested, it is possible to get more accurate and beneficial results from the tests.
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2.3 Benefits of Usability
Usability is seen as a one of the most important factors for successful software but
unfortunately it is not easy to demonstrate why it is so (Winter, Wagner &
Deissenboeck, 2008). One of the reasons why the benefits of usability is hard to
understand is that it is much easier to measure its costs than benefits (Greenberg &
Buxton, 2008; Kim, Jin, Baek, Kim, Ji & Yun, 2007). It is also hard to show concretely
the benefits of better usability (Rajanen, 2006). It is not an easy task to measure how
satisfied user is. You cannot really say “using this method cost me that much, users
should be this satisfied”. It is also hard to measure how much usability has effect of
total product sales (Rajanen, 2003).
Management does not care so much about user satisfaction, they want to see financial
numbers, which can be retrieved by doing cost-benefit analysis for usability engineering
(Karat, 1993). It is also often seen as a risk to deadline to conduct usability analysis
(Rajanen & Jokela, 2004). If managers do not see usability engineering to be useful,
there usually is no usability activities because support from managers is almost always
needed (Rajanen, 2004). Rajanen (2003) argues that it is important to show the benefits
of usability to management because they are the ones who can support actions for better
usability.
It is also good to mention that it could be beneficial to do cost-benefit evaluation for
different phases of product’s life-cycle (Rajanen & Jokela, 2004). There are many
different models for doing estimations to show the benefits of usability (Rajanen, 2004).
From consumer’s point of view bad usability can make them avoid new technologies
because of the bad experiences with previous systems they have used (Siebenhandl,
Schreder, Smuc, Mayr & Nagl, 2013). By evaluating the costs and benefits of usability
engineering, organizations can improve their system’s usability. With good usability
organizations can gain loyal customers who might be willing to buy products from the
same company in the future.
By focusing on improving usability on systems, organizations can reduce support,
development, documentation, training and maintenance costs. Good usability also
increases user satisfaction and employees do their work more efficiently which means
more money for the employer. (Donahue et al., 1999; Markova & Aula, 2007.) Cutting
costs can actually create higher costs at the later stages because the product is unusable,
which can lead to product returns (Mieczakowski, Hessey & Clarkson, 2013). Good
usability can be beneficial for Open Source Software (OSS) too. Instead of thinking
monetary benefits, you can get more users, develop new systems faster, less training and
support for the users and so on (Rajanen & Iivari, 2010.)
Customers expect high quality products nowadays and because there is lots of
competition, every company needs to have focus on user satisfaction to gain customers
(Krishnan, 1993). Information flow between users can be faster with good usability
because users do not need to go through multiple steps to forward important information
(Markova & Aula, 2007). It is also important to have good and informative labels on the
screen in text or icon form because with clear icons and help texts, users can find the
needed objects on screen much faster (Ehret, 2002). This can make the work more
efficient and less frustrating.
Good usability in a system can improve safety of the working environment. For
example systems that taxi drivers use need to be easy to use and they should not take the
driver’s focus away from driving too much (Markova & Aula, 2007). Safety is
important in other fields too, such as manufacturing industry, airplane piloting and so
on. Safety in ICT systems that are used in medical field is very important. Wrong
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patient information can cost patient’s life in the worst case scenario. According to
Viitanen et al. (2011) ICT systems used by physicians have usability problems which
affect physicians’ work.

2.4 User-centered design
User-centered design (UCD) is widely known development method, which emphasizes
the importance of user. UCD is most used method when doing user interface design
(Ferreira et al., 2007). UCD is used especially for mapping user needs and with user
needs, improving usability of a system (Kohno, Yasu, Sugawara & Nishikawa, 2013).
UCD is usually applied on user interface design but it could be applied to the whole
software programming process, for example when developing software tools and APIs
(Ramakrishnan, Poon, Hendrix, Gunter, Pastorello & Agarwal, 2014). The best way to
develop a software with good usability is to understand the user (Butt et al., 2014).
Involving users in development and actually listening to them, rather than just for the
sake of UCD, can be really beneficial from the customer’s and developer’s point of
view.
In UCD it is important to have the right users to be part of the design. Unfortunately it is
not always so easy to get them participate in development because there are situations
when people just cannot come and participate. (Boy & Riedel, 2009.) Also Bak et al.
(2008) found in their study that sometimes it is really hard to get end users from the
customer side to come and participate in usability evaluation. Reasons for this could be
that the customer does not have time, money or interest to give their employees to test
the usability. However Boy & Riedel (2009) want to emphasize that some number of
participants is much better than zero participants.
Kohno et al. (2013) have listed some benefits of using UCD that should get
organizations’ managers’ attention. Using UCD one can increase sales which also
increases profits. You do not just increase profits with UCD but you can also decrease
the costs of product development. UCD can improve quality of the product and it can
make the system efficient to use, which increases usability and user satisfaction. (Kohno
et al., 2013.)

2.5 User Experience and Usability
Terms user experience and usability are often heard in the same context. That is because
usability affects on user experience. Just like usability, user experience does not have a
shared definition that is accepted everywhere (Tokkonen & Saariluoma, 2013). User
experience is about how the user feels about the systems, feelings such as anger,
happiness, joy, hate, etc. (Klöckner, Kohler, Kerkow, Niebuhr & Nass, 2010). These
feelings are caused by the usability of the systems, whether it is good or bad usability.
User experience is even younger a subject than usability. Also the adoption of user
experience as a research topic has not been very easy and one of the reasons for that is
that it is hard to measure user experiences empirically. Bad usability does not
automatically mean the product is bad. For example according to a study the usability of
Facebook was very poor when usability was evaluated with heuristics but nevertheless
Facebook creates great user experiences and has been very successful. (Hart, Ridley,
Taher, Sas & Dix, 2008.)
Why user experience is a separate term from usability, if usability affects on the user
experience? According to Tokkonen & Saariluoma (2013) usability is just part of the
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user experience and that user experience also includes cultural aspects, customer data
and different technologies. When you take culture in the account, you can modify your
system to fit those cultural needs better. The same applies to customer data. When you
know your customers, you can modify your system to fit their needs.
User’s mood and motivation before the user starts to use the system affect on the user
experience (Tokkonen & Saariluoma, 2013). Unfortunately it is really hard for the
developing organization to have any influence on the user’s mood or other feelings prior
to the use of the system. However a system with good or bad usability can change the
user’s mood to better or worse.
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3.

Previous Research on Usability

This thesis focuses on usability evaluation in Finnish ICT industry but this chapter is
going to include other countries’ viewpoints too. In Finland there has been lots of
studies on usability of systems that are used in medical environment (e.g. Jokela, 2011;
Walldén, 2010). Also the amount of self-service systems is increasing and it affects
lives of elderly people (Tuorila, 2006; Aro & Ikävalko, 2012). There are more and more
elder people globally which requires us to create systems for their needs (Razak, Razak,
Adnan, & Ahmad. 2013). The amount of self-service systems in public transporting is
increasing in Europe (Siebenhandl et al., 2013). In general technology is coming to
everyone’s lives whether they like it or not and it creates need for systems with good
usability.

3.1 Usability from Different Perspectives
Software developers and HCI professionals are two different communities that do not
cooperate very well. These two communities have different vocabularies which means
their communication can sometimes be hard. (Juristo, 2009.) Some software developers
do not even care about usability and they think that code is much more important, and if
users have a problem with the system, it is user’s own fault (Bak et al., 2008). Software
developers also often see usability only as part of user interface design and it is not seen
as part of the whole system (Heiskari, Kauppinen, Runonen & Männistö, 2009). It is not
possible to keep software development and usability design separated because
efficiency decreases and costs rise (Juristo, 2009). These two communities need to work
together more efficiently and understand each other’s field more profoundly.
Hao & Jafaar (2011) found in their study that management thinks usability is important
in their work and the actual practitioners think it is important but not as important as the
management thinks. This is an interesting finding because almost two decades earlier
Karat (1993) said management does not care about usability. Hao & Jafaar (2011) also
found that the definition of usability depends on the work related, which means that
people in different projects might have different view on usability. Interesting was that
management and practitioners (even within the same company) seemed to define
usability differently. So it seems that not just software developers and HCI professionals
have different view on usability (Juristo, 2009), organizational management might be
the third wheel in this communication problem.
Usability evaluation is becoming more common in organizations that develop everyday
products (business-to-consumer), such as different mobile devices, but business-tobusiness (e.g. health care systems) systems tend to lack good usability. Organizations
that develop products for the consumers are responsible of the usability in their
products. If consumers do not like the usability, they do not buy the product. In
business-to-business model this goes little differently. Developer organization and the
customer have a contract and if developer just cares about the payment or wants to cut
costs, they do not necessarily do anything for the usability of the system. (Jokela, 2011.)
There can also be differences between customer and developer when customer wants
something to be done this way and developer says they want to do it differently
(Krishnan, 1993).
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In McInerney’s and Maurer’s (2005) article it was still implicated that usability
evaluation does not fit in agile development environments. User interface design in
general is not understood very well in agile projects (Ferreira et al., 2007). Markova &
Aula (2007) also imply in their article that usability usually is not important when
making decisions concerning the product. However, without usability evaluation
attached to agile development you can get working software but it might be unusable
(Butt et al., 2014). Ahmad et al. (2013) conducted a survey about usability evaluation in
agile development environment. According to their results 78% of respondents thought
that usability evaluation should be considered to be part of software development.
Humayoun (2012) also thinks that usability evaluation fits in agile development. These
results show how much the approach to usability has changed in the last few years.
Organizations might have usability oriented people and user requirements, and usability
might be considered in the beginning of the project but there are stakeholders who deprioritize those things when they try to save on costs (Mieczakowski et al., 2013). Karat
(1993) argued in her article that managers do not care about such term as user
satisfaction, but they rather want to see some financial numbers to see whether it pays
off to do usability engineering. This might be one of the reasons why health care
systems lack good usability. Developing organization develops a systems by the
specifications in the contract between customer and developer and those contracts might
lack the usability specifications (Jokela, 2011). Usability issues might be left out
because they need to save money on something, which often can be usability
engineering.
Usability engineering is used quite a lot nowadays and it has been seen as a very
effective part of development. So the problems is no more the lack of interest towards
usability, but there are some key issues with social relations, legal activities, cultural,
commercial and cost-benefit. (Boy & Riedel, 2009.) According to Bak et al. (2008)
organizations that do not do usability evaluation lack the knowledge and/or resources to
conduct proper evaluation. This means there needs to be better education on usability in
organizations.

3.2 Usability in ICT Systems
Health care systems have lots of usability problems and it is a well-known issue (Jokela,
2011). In 2010 a very big questionnaire study was conducted in Finland concerning
usability in medical environment. The study focused on the usability of ICT systems
that physicians use in their everyday work life treating patients. (Viitanen, Hyppönen,
Lääveri, Vänskä, Reponen & Winblad, 2011.) That study itself does not provide any
information on attitudes on usability or its evaluation but it has very interesting results
on the subject of how important good usability is in the medical ICT systems.
Viitanen’s et al. (2011) found that there are usability problems in the ICT systems that
hinder physicians’ work which affects the treatment of patients, for example getting
patient information is not always very easy and efficient. Everybody understands that
patient information needs to be correct and physicians need to be able to get access to
that information efficiently to secure the well-being of patients.
Viitanen’s et al. (2011) study was very extensive. They got over 3900 responses from
physicians. They did not just focus on one system which the physicians use but to the
whole cluster of systems. Physicians might have to use tens of ICT systems every day
so it would be really important for those systems to communicate efficiently.
Unfortunately according to this study they do not communicate always so well. One of
the reasons that they found is that there are legacy systems and they just cannot be
integrated together. (Viitanen et al., 2011.)
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Organizations in general introduce more and more systems in their working
environment every year. Because of this there are more legacy systems around and they
are hard to maintain (Martella, Paiano & Pandurino, 2014). This shows that even though
developers and customer would like to improve the usability of their system, sometimes
it is not possible because there are other systems that cannot be integrated with
efficiently.
Currently self-service systems are hard to use, especially for elderly people.
Siebenhandl et al. (2013) recommend that end users should be taken in to the
development processing from the very beginning. Currently it seems that self-service
systems are first deployed and after that you see how well your systems actually work.
This seemed to be the case with VR (Valtion Rautatiet, Finnish State Railways) when
they deployed new ticket vending machines in 2011 in Finland. There were lots of
problems, newspapers wrote about them and eventually VR had to shut the systems
down for a while (STT, 2011). When VR’s ticket vending machines finally were
working, their usability was horrible and many people had troubles with using them
(Pietilä, 2011).
There are people with disabilities who need to be able to use different systems.
Especially web sites may be hard to use for some disabled people. (Rømen & Svanæs,
2008.) Color-blind people have been taken into account in some video games, such as
World of Warcraft or Witcher 3 by allowing the players to enable so called “color-blind
mode” which allows players to modify the colors of the games. There are lots of people
with physical disabilities and thus have hard time using traditional keyboard methods.
That is why there has been research on keyboards that you can use to type text with
single keystroke (Belatar & Poirier, 2008). Also the needs of elderly people needs to be
realized. They simply cannot cope with current technologies because their brains start to
degenerate, they start to have problems with eye-sight, their memory does not work as it
used to and so on (Razak et al., 2013).
System that an organization is developing needs to be tested multiple times. During
development the organization often forgets that the more you get user experiences, the
better data you have for development (Boy & Riedel, 2009). Interestingly most of ITpractitioners in Malaysia had not heard of such terms as “user experience” and
“usability engineer” (Hussein, Mahmud & Tap, 2011). Also according to Tokkonen &
Saariluoma (2013) only minority of professionals think that the system should be built
on user needs and user needs are often left background. Often usability is thought to be
related only to user interface which obviously is huge misunderstanding (Juristo, 2009).
On the other hand usability is taught more and universities have good programs that
teach usability. This might increase the knowledge of this issue more.
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4.

Research Method

Research questions for this thesis are following.


What is Finnish ICT companies’ approach to usability evaluation?



What kind of methodologies do they use?



If organizations do not do any kind of usability evaluation, what are the reasons
for not doing it?

Quantitative research was used in this thesis. A survey was sent to Finnish ICT
companies and that survey included different kinds of questions. Some of the questions
were open form questions, which means that they can be answered freely and some of
them had multiple choices. Survey can be found in Appendix C.

4.1 Survey research
The research approach for this thesis was survey research. This survey research was
based on quantitative research. Surveys are used to gather information from a sample of
population by using structured and predefined questions (Järvinen, 2012). The survey
has total of 22 questions and it took approximately five to ten minutes to answer the
whole survey. There are two different paths in this survey, one for organizations that
conduct usability evaluation and one for those who do not do any usability evaluation.
Path would be decided on the second question Do you conduct usability evaluation in
your organization? which can be found on the first page of the survey.

4.2 Scope of Research
This research only includes ICT companies that operate in Finland. Organizations that
develop games are excluded from this research. Consultancy companies that consult on
ICT systems have also been excluded from this survey because they do not generally
build their own systems, thus they do not conduct usability evaluation on their own
systems. There has not been many studies on this particular subject in Finland so
hopefully this thesis will provide some kind of base for researchers.
Organizations that focus on developing games (PC, console, mobile etc.) are excluded
from this study. Janne Rautio (2012) has studied usability in Finnish game companies in
his Master’s Thesis and Joonas Nissinen (2014) has studied usability in northern
European game industry. Usability evaluation in game industry seems to be little
different than in traditional software business, so that is why this study is going to focus
only on usability in traditional software industry. There are quite many companies in
Finland that develop games, especially mobile games, so this will narrow the amount of
suitable organizations a little.
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4.3 Survey construction
One of the problems with this kind of survey is that managers and developers often have
different views on what usability is and how it is practiced (Hao & Jafaar, 2011). One of
the reasons for this might be that there is not any official definition for usability (Hao &
Jafaar, 2011), which causes that people have different opinions about usability and not
everyone in the organization think similarly. One of the questions in the survey is
asking how respondents would define usability to find out how usability is perceived in
different organizations.
If the respondents do not understand the questions correctly or if the respondents do not
know much about the subject, the results might be misleading (Järvinen, 2012). This is a
risk this kind of web based survey research includes. Even though cover letter will let
receiver know that it would be beneficial if the respondent would be someone who
knows their organization’s usability protocols, there might be respondents who are not
familiar with the subject.
The survey was implemented by using Google Forms. Google Forms is an excellent
way to do online surveys and it puts the answers in Excel form, and it can draw charts if
you wish so. The survey questions were based on Joonas Nissinen’s Master’s Thesis
survey on usability in gaming industry (Nissinen, 2014). The questions were modified
to fit in the theme of this thesis. Full survey can be found in appendix C.
The survey consisted of 22 questions in total. If the respondent answered “no” to
question Do you conduct usability evaluation in your organization? (2nd question in the
survey), they would get shorter version of the survey with different questions than
people who answered “yes” to that question. The questions and cover letters
(appendices A, B & C) were all written in English.
It took approximately one month to get the survey ready. The survey was pilot tested
multiple times with 4 people, excluding the researcher and supervisor. First there was
just a sketch of the survey which was tested by other people. Whenever the survey was
improved, pilot testers would fill it with different types of answers. Final survey and the
cover letters were proofread by two persons who speak native English.

4.4 Survey conduction
111 companies were manually searched and found using various lists including Finnish
ICT companies. Each company website were visited manually to see whether they fit in
scope of this research. If the company was good for this research, their contact email
was manually searched. 16 of those found companies did not have any contact emails
on their websites so they were excluded. Out of 95 companies, 47 of contact email
addresses were personal email addresses and the remaining 48 were general email
addresses such as info@companyname.com. Because there were so few responses after
4 weeks, 10 more organizations were searched and out of the 10 additional
organizations 6 email addresses were personal and 4 of them were general email
addresses.
As has been said earlier, the survey was originally sent to 95 companies and later 10
more companies were added to the sending list so the total amount of companies was
105. 9 companies responded but one respondent had to be removed from the list
because the company did not fit in the scope of this research because they were a
consultancy company, which means that the total amount of respondents was 8.
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Originally the survey was planned to be sent in two waves, but because of low response
rate after the second wave, third wave was added. The survey was open for two weeks
for the first wave, two weeks for the second wave and one week for the third wave. The
first wave of survey was sent on 13th of April 2015. Second wave was sent on 28th of
April 2015. The last wave was sent on 11th of May 2015. The survey was closed
completely on Tuesday 19th of May 2015. Due to time limitations the survey had to be
closed.
The first wave of survey was sent to 95 companies. Some emails did not go through to
recipients and researcher got total of 8 automated messages from different companies
that this email does not either work or there is some other issues with receiving emails.
This means that 87 companies received the email. 8 companies answered during the first
wave but one of those answers had to be removed because it was a consultancy
company who did not conduct usability evaluation. Consultancy companies were
excluded from this survey but because of human error one had slipped in.
The second wave of the survey was sent to 79 companies because 8 respondents’ emails
and those email addresses that could not receive the email were removed from the list.
During the second wave 1 more company participated to the survey. Near the end of the
second wave I only had 8 valid answers to my survey so I decided to find and send the
survey to 10 more companies and wait for one more week. Unfortunately none of the
companies responded to the survey.
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5.

Results

The survey was sent to total of 105 organizations and eight organizations gave
acceptable answers. Even though the response rate was low, it is possible to make some
assumptions about the attitudes towards the usability evaluation in Finnish ICT
industry.

5.1 Respondent information
This section will cover basic information of the respondent organizations, such as
company size, who the respondents were and what kind of products do they make. The
respondent organizations developed different products, there were big and small
companies and the respondents had different kinds of roles which gave nice diversity to
the responses. Total amount of valid responses was 8 out of 105, which is 7.6% of all
the people who the survey was sent to. The response rate is much lower than what was
expected.
Respondents had different titles and roles in the organizations from Chief Operating
Officer to User Experience Designer which can be seen in table 3. Two respondents
were User Experience Experts and one User Interface Expert. This shows that more
“traditional” ICT organizations are interested in the usability and user experience of
their products. It is also interesting to see that those titles involve term “user
experience” rather than “usability” which indicates that rather than just focusing on
something called “good usability” on their products, they focus on the how the user
actually feels about their product. Noteworthy point also is that in two other Master’s
Thesis studies that focused on game usability in game industry there were no
respondents with titles or roles that included terms “user experience” or “user interface”
in them (Rautio, 2012; Nissinen, 2014).
Table 3. Respondents’ organizational information.

Organization

Size of the organization

Respondent’s title / role

A

1 – 10

COO

B

1 – 10

CTO

C

1 – 10

UIX

D

11 – 50

Managing Director

E

11 – 50

Product Owner

F

> 250

UX Chief Designer

G

1 – 10

VP Sales

H

> 250

User Experience Designer
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All respondent organizations developed different kinds of products (Table 4). Mobile
applications was the most common product type. This concurs with the fact that mobile
devices and applications are becoming more popular every day (Barbarossa, Sardellitti
& Di Lorenzo, 2014). Organization H also develops games, but because it is a huge
company with more than 250 employees and it develops other products too than just
games, organization H fit within the scope of this research. In today’s world many
organizations need to do products on multiple platforms to stay competitive and it
shows in the responses. Most of the organizations that responded do at least two kinds
of products and big companies do have even more.
Table 4. What kind of products the organizations make?

Organization

Products

A

Analytical services

B

Physical Products (Watches, phones, etc.)

C

Web Software

D

Mobile applications, Web software

E

Mobile applications, Desktop software

F

Mobile applications, Desktop software, Web software, Physical
products.

G

Mobile applications, Desktop software, Web software

H

Mobile applications, Desktop software, Games, web sites.

Figure 1. What is the size of your company?

Company sizes can be found in figure 1 and table 3. 50% of the companies were small
companies with 1 – 10 employees. Two companies had 11 – 50 employees and two
companies had more than 250 employees. To have some sort of comparison to previous
studies in this subject, in Bak et al. (2008) study 61.5% of respondent organizations had
1 – 10 employees and in Nissinen’s (2014) study 41.4% of respondents had less than 11
employees. It was good to see some diversity in the size of the companies because it is
good to know what small and big organizations think about this subject. As can be seen
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from the data in table 3 both small and big companies have user experience experts in
their organization.

5.2 Usability methods & techniques
This section present the results of what kind of methods and techniques the respondent
organizations use now and in the future in their usability evaluation. Most of the
companies do usability evaluation and they use different methods in different phases to
do the evaluation.
7 out of 8 companies that answered to the survey conducted at least some sort of
usability evaluation (Figure 2). Organization A was the only company which does not
do any usability evaluation. These results show that it does not matter whether the
company is big or small, they still can do usability evaluation. The one company which
did not conduct usability evaluation thought that good usability is important and they
answered “maybe” to question are they going to do any usability evaluation in the
future. The reason why they did not conduct any usability evaluation was because they
did not have tools for it. If they would do usability evaluation in the future they would
use focus groups, interviews and questionnaires. Boy & Riedel (2009) claimed in their
article that even though organizations might be willing to spend resources on usability,
there might be some issues that hinder adaptation of usability engineering. This seems
to be the case with organizations A.

Figure 2. Do you conduct usability evaluation in your organization?

Every organization, including the one which does not conduct any usability evaluation
(organization A), thought that good usability in their products is either important (50%)
or very important (50%). Organizations seem to recognize that good usability can
increase customer satisfaction which can increase sales which has been proven by many
other studies (e.g. Donahue et al., 1999; Markova & Aula, 2007; Rajanen, 2003).
Organization A’s answer conflicts with a claim later in the survey (figure 10), which
asks basically the same question with different wording and there they somewhat
disagreed.
Interviews was the most used usability evaluation method. Focus groups was the second
most common evaluation method. Cognitive walkthrough, questionnaires, think-aloud
and observation were also often used methods. Data logging was also used by two
organizations. Surprisingly heuristic evaluation was not as common as would have
thought because only two organizations did heuristic evaluation. This is interesting
because heuristic usability evaluation has been most used evaluation method for a long
time (Sivaji et al., 2011). Nissinen (2014) had similar kind results, for only four out of
22 companies did heuristic evaluation in gaming industry. This could mean that
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organizations are moving towards more user-centered approach in their development,
which by all means is not a bad thing. However, as can be seen from the figure 4, four
organizations are going to do heuristic evaluation in the future. It must be noted that two
of those organizations that responded that they will do heuristic evaluation in the future
already conducted heuristic evaluation. So in reality two organizations that are not
doing heuristic evaluation currently are going to do it in the future. Organization H did
usability testing with their customers (answer field muu in figure 3).
Organizations G and H had developed their own usability evaluation methods.
Organization G used Google Analytics for event tracking and organization H did expert
reviews, which was a combination of heuristic evaluation, cognitive walkthrough and
experiences from the previous usability tests evaluation. It was surprising that only one
organization did this kind of combination of different evaluation methods or other
respondents do combine methods but separated them as single methods when answering
to this survey.

Figure 3. What usability evaluation methods / techniques do you utilize in your organization?

According the responses the most popular usability evaluation techniques in the future
are going to be heuristic evaluation, focus group and observation. In Nissinen’s (2014)
research organizations were going to use focus groups in the future. Focus groups seem
to be the next big usability evaluation method in ICT industry. Interviews and
questionnaires are quite common too in the future. Everything of the methods listed in
the question are going to be used in the future except for empirical guidelines. Two
answers in answer field muu were usability testing and traditional usability testing.
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Figure 4. Are you going to use any of the following usability evaluation methods / techniques in
the future?

5.3 Usability Evaluation Conduction
This section will show who arranges the testing and who the testers are. It is important
to know who the testers are, whether they are end users, developers or some other
people, and does the person who is responsible for the testing have the needed
knowledge and education for the job.
85.7% of respondent organizations use either internal or external experts in usability
evaluation. Three organizations use developers for evaluating usability. Organization G
also uses sales in usability evaluation and organization C does user testing (answer field
muu in Figure 5). Organizations had different titles for the people who arrange the
usability evaluation (Table 4). Organization A did no answer in this question because
they do not conduct usability evaluation and organization B did not answer to this
question either.

Figure 5. Who arranges the usability evaluation?
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Table 5. What is the title of the person(s) who arranges usability evaluation?

Organization

Title of the person(s) who arranges usability evaluation

A

-

B

-

C

User Interface Developer

D

CTO

E

Documentation Specialist, Product Owner, Technical Designer

F

UX Designer

G

CTO, VP Sales

H

User Experience Designer

Every organization did their testing by using end users. This is very user-centered
approach and it would concur with Ferreira et al. (2007) claim that the user-centered
design is the most common design method. Some of them also used internal employees,
friends and family, and random people. Using internal employees and friends & family
is cheaper for the developer than finding the actual end users (McGinn & LaRoche,
2014). Organization H also used other people from their company (answer field muu in
figure 6). Those other people could be anybody in their organization.

Figure 6. Who are the testers?

In a study on gaming industry, Nissinen (2014) found that game developing
organizations use quite equally their own employees, friends and family, random people
and end users. Rautio (2012) who also studied gaming industry found that
organization’s own employees and friends and family are the most popular testers.
Rautio’s and Nissinen’s results differ quite a lot from the results of this thesis. Reason
for that might be that game developers are gamers themselves and thus are “end users”
in their own way. Organizations that create more “traditional” software products do not
most likely have developers who could be end users and that is why they require the
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actual end users to test their products. It should be noted that it could be beneficial for
game developers to test their products with end users too.

5.4 Testing environment and usability evaluation in organizations
In this section we will learn where the respondent organizations do their usability
evaluation, at which stage of development evaluation is conducted, with what kind of
items and most importantly what are they trying to find with usability evaluation.
Understanding why you are doing usability evaluation is most important for it to be
useful.
Interesting and also surprising is that none of the organizations did their testing in
laboratory. One of the reasons for this result could be that having a laboratory and
equipment there can be expensive (Nielsen, 1994). Each respondent answered that they
do their testing in actual use environment (Figure 7). Organizations F and H also did
testing in their own premises (but not in a laboratory). Most common product type was
mobile applications (Table 4) so their actual use environment can be almost anywhere
which would concur with figure 7 results. Also web software can be used in lots of
places, all you need is a computer.

Figure 7. Where do you test?

Every organization did usability evaluation during production. Organizations B, D, E
and F did evaluation in every stage. Organization G was only respondent which did not
conduct any usability evaluation in pre-production. Rautio (2012) and Nissinen (2014)
had similar results in their studies in game industry. In their studies the actual
production stage was most common phase when organizations did usability evaluation.
This makes sense because in that phase the product already has some sort of form but it
is still possible to fix usability issues. If you find problems in post-production phase,
you usually can apply needed changes only to future products.

Figure 8. At which stage of development do you conduct usability evaluation?

Organization G was only organization which did not use any prototypes. All other
organizations used either paper prototypes or working prototypes, or both. So called
‘beta’ version of the product was the most common item in usability evaluation with
release version. No one did any usability evaluation by comparing their products to
competitors’ products. In general usability evaluation was done in multiple stages which
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is positive. Evaluating your product during its lifetime might help you improve your
current product and your future products.

Figure 9. With what kind of items do you conduct usability evaluation?

Each organization tries to find different kinds of issues with usability evaluation (Table
6). Some try to understand what could be improved from the system point of view,
others try to understand things from the customer point of view. In general they try to
find the problems related to usage of the system, rather than problems in the code which
implies that organizations understand the difference between software testing and
usability testing. This same kind of distinction was made by Ferreira et al. (2007). It is
obvious that different products require different point of view on usability and it is
important that the organization knows why and what for they are doing usability
evaluation.
Table 6. What kind of issues are you trying to find with usability evaluation?

Organization

Issues organizations try to find with usability evaluation.

A

-

B

Design flaws, misunderstandings of the customer needs and behavior.

C

What kind of illustrating and 3D-vizualization makes intuitive
interface.

D

-

E

Workflow related issues. Feature related issues (show stoppers).

F

Usability bugs which might prevent or even harm usage of the service.
Service process issues, whether service model is straightforward. Also
product / services visual look and feel –related issues.

G

Problems in logic, button and icon titles, workflow problems.

H

Do customers understand the product? Can they use it, if not, why?
Would they use it, if not, why? What should be fixed before launch?
Is there any problems? Anything we haven’t realized…
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5.5 Respondents’ Thoughts on Usability
This section is going to cover answers about the respondents’ thoughts on usability,
how they would define it, and their answers to different claims. Organizations
understand quite well the meaning of usability and they critically look upon their
current usability evaluation methods.
An open question was asked from the participant to define usability with their own
words. Table 7 shows all the answers from each respondent. Respondents defined
usability mostly with the same theme. They thought that usability includes such themes
as ease of use, easy to learn and system is clear for the user. All of those aspects can be
found from most popular usability definitions, such as ISO’s definition (ISO, 1998) and
Nielsen’s definition (Nielsen, 2012). Hao & Jafaar (2011) came to conclusion in their
study that the definition of usability is related to the work task at hand and different
people define it differently because of that. Even though respondents answered with
different words in the survey the end result is quite similar; their system needs to be
easy to use.
Table 7. How would you define “usability”?

Organization

Definition of usability according to respondents

A

Fit for purpose – utility, self-explaining, zero training required.

B

Any product should be “selfguiding” in a way that it should not need
training nor learning to be used like expected / meant.

C

When the end user can use the application without a guide and work
flow is clear for first time users.

D

“Easy to use” user interface

E

Ability to use software without need to rely extensively to
documentation. Software that is intuitive to use and logical for enduser. Productivity increase.

F

Clear service model, where is nothing extra nor too less, usable
product let users do their tasks smoothly.

G

Usability is keeping the user in control of action with intuitive,
responsive and guiding interaction with the HW/SW in hand.

H

Easy to use. Know what you are doing. Flawless use.

87.5% of respondents thought that good usability is important in their products (Figure
10). The importance of good usability has been recognized in previous studies too (e.g.
Donahue et al., 1999; Markova & Aula, 2007; Rajanen, 2003). Organization A
somewhat disagrees with this claim and they did not conduct any usability evaluation.
This answer is also in conflict with the very first question of this survey, which asked
How important is usability evaluation in the products your organization develops?
Nevertheless these results are quite positive and show that organizations are serious
about the usability of their products.
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Figure 10. Good usability is important in our products (Claim)

50% of respondents thought that they do not do enough usability evaluation in their
organization (Figure 11). None of the respondents agreed strongly about this (Figure
11). Nissinen (2014) had similar results in his study on game companies. These
organizations seem to be critical about the amount of usability evaluation they do. It
does not necessarily mean they will increase time and resources spent on usability
evaluation but it is important to realize your current situation.

Figure 11. We do enough usability in our products (Claim)

75% of respondents thought that usability evaluation has been useful (Figure 12). Only
one organization (organization E) did not think that usability evaluation has been useful
and one was undecided. Because it is not easy to demonstrate why usability evaluation
is beneficial (Winter et al., 2008), these results might be a positive response to
organizations that do not conduct usability evaluation because if others think it is useful,
why would it not be for them.

Figure 12: Usability evaluation has been useful (Claim)

There was some dispersion when it was asked whether their current usability evaluation
methods are good for their needs (Figure 13). 37.5% disagreed either strongly or
somewhat. 50% of respondents thought that their methods are good for their needs.
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Mixing different usability evaluation methods is quite common and it takes time to find
the right methods that fit for your company and your product.

Figure 13. Our current usability evaluation methods are good for our needs (Claim)

Overall the thoughts on usability were quite positive and many organizations thought
good usability is important and spending resources on improving usability is
worthwhile. They are critical on their current methods and are willing to improve their
usability activities if it is possible.
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6.

Discussion

In this chapter the results are discussed in more detail with implications and they are
compared to previous studies. Even though the amount of responses was very low
(7.6%), it can be said that usability evaluation is considered as an important part of
development in Finnish ICT companies. However it must be pointed out whether the
results would have been different with higher response rate and with wider geographical
area. For example would the results be the same if the survey included Scandinavia or
the whole Europe?

6.1 Implications
It was surprising to see that 87.5% of the organizations conducted usability evaluation.
This is much higher number than what the researcher anticipated. In previous studies
74.4% of organizations in Denmark did usability testing (Bak et al., 2008) and 73.4% of
game companies in Finland did usability evaluation for their products (Rautio, 2012).
So the number seems to have risen approximately 10% compared to previous studies.
Those 87.5% also thought that good usability is important in their products too which
shows that organizations have realized the importance of good usability in IT systems
and services.
It seems that organizations have changed their attitudes since Karat’s (1993) article
about how managers do not care about user satisfaction but would rather see the
monetary benefit of usability engineering. The results of this study match more with the
results Hao & Jafaar (2011) who found that management thinks good usability is
important. It might be that cost-benefit analysis methods have improved so much that
those managers now actually can see the financial benefits of usability engineering. It
seems that organizations finally believe the many studies (e.g. Donahue et al., 1999;
Markova & Aula, 2007; Rajanen, 2003), that prove the benefits of good usability. Or
they might have learned through the hard way when competitors have invested in
usability activities and have been much more successful that way.
It was also nice to see that the only organization (organization A) which does not
conduct usability evaluation might do it in the future. Currently they just do not have
tools for it. In the future they might be using focus groups, interviews and
questionnaires as their usability evaluation methods. This answer concurs with Bak et
al. (2008) that organizations who do not conduct usability evaluation lack the
knowledge or resources. If an organization wants to do usability evaluation using focus
groups, interviews or questionnaires, those are not very expensive methods and they do
not require expensive tools. So they might not just lack the tools, they do not have
knowledge of this subject either. But this still shows evidence which agrees with Boy &
Riedel (2009) that there is interest in usability, but there are other issues which interfere
with the adaption of usability evaluation methods.
The size of organizations varied which was good for this survey. Most of the companies
had 1 – 10 employees (50 % of respondents) but there were also two companies with 11
– 50 employees and two large companies with more than 250 employees. This variety
of the company sizes is important because it allows us to see how big and small
companies perceive usability evaluation. To have some reference to previous studies,
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Hao & Jafaar (2011) interviewed 11 large scale companies, 2 medium size enterprise
companies and 1 small enterprise company. Bak et al. (2008) on the other hand had in
their study 24 very small companies, 6 small companies, 3 medium sized company and
6 large scale companies. Interestingly it does not matter how big the company is when
we are talking about usability according to this study. The results seem to be quite the
same with small and big companies and why would not they be. The usability of the
product is for the end users and not directly to the developing organizations which
makes achieving good usability on their products equally important for all developers
no matter how big or small the organization is.
Some respondents’ had roles or titles that included term user experience in it, such as
User Experience Designer (Table 3). It is quite interesting to see that organizations that
are not considered as game companies have user experience experts. In game
developing companies usability evaluation is important but none of the respondents in
Rautio’s (2012) and Nissinen’s (2014) surveys were neither user experience experts nor
usability experts. Of course this might be just a coincidence but the important part here
is that these organizations have usability experts. Hao & Jafaar (2011) interviewed just
managers and practitioners (without mentioning any special titles). This is a subject that
could be studied more in the future, to see whether organizations use their internal
experts or do they use external experts or do they use any experts at all.
For having user experience experts in organization it looks like those organization take
the whole user experience into account, rather than just usability which is just a part of
user experience (Tokkonen & Saariluoma, 2013). Rajanen (2004) pointed out that
managers want to see evidence that usability activities are important and right now it
looks like managers have understood the importance of good usability and they have
hired usability experts in their company.
The people who arrange the usability evaluation in the organization are usually internal
employees, either internal experts, developers or sales department. Two organizations
used external experts. It is possible to use your staff such as developers or sales for
arranging usability evaluation but it would be more beneficial if you have help from
experts (Donahue et al., 1999). People who are responsible of the usability evaluation
should have some sort of education, or at least training on usability. It is also important
to know the product you are testing. If you do not know how the systems should work,
how can you test it properly?
The survey results show that organizations mostly think that usability evaluation has
been useful and they think that good usability is important in their products. Studies
have shown that there are lots of benefits of good usability (e.g. Donahue et al., 1999;
Markova & Aula, 2007). However organizations were more critical about their current
usability evaluation methods. 37% of respondents said that they do not think their
current evaluation methods are good for their needs and another 37.5% of respondents
only somewhat agreed on that claim. 50% of respondents thought that they do not do
enough usability testing. Organizations have realized the importance of usability but
they still are looking for methods that fit their development methods and products. It is
also good to note that every product even within the same organization might require
different approach to usability evaluation which requires rethinking their approach on
the evaluation.
Heuristic evaluation has been the most used usability evaluation method (Sivaji et al.,
2011). Interestingly the results of this survey indicate that heuristic evaluation is not as
popular as one would have thought. Only two organizations (28.6% of respondents) did
heuristic evaluation. However two more organizations were going to conduct heuristic
evaluation in the future. It was actually quite surprising to see how few conducted
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heuristic evaluation, because heuristic evaluation is one of the cheapest and least time
consuming usability evaluation methods. Also Nissinen (2014) found in his study that
only 4 out of 22 game developing companies do heuristic evaluation. Rautio (2012) had
same kinds of results in his study, because only 2 respondent organizations did heuristic
evaluation. It seems that the even though heuristic evaluation is quite cheap and fast to
conduct, its popularity is declining and methods that include end users are becoming
more popular. Heuristic evaluation might be used a lot in academic world but it is not
seen as important evaluation method in the ICT industry. This could be something that
academic community should look in to. The most common evaluation method according
to this study was interview (71.4% of respondents). Focus groups was also popular
evaluation method because four organizations did this.
Every organization used more than one usability evaluation method, which concurs with
the answers on question At which stage of development do you conduct usability
evaluation? They most likely used different evaluation methods in different phases.
Organizations did usability evaluation during all stages (pre-production, during
production and post-production), or at least during two stages and always in production
phase. Previous research (Nissinen, 2014; Rautio 2012) have had same kinds of results.
Such techniques as cognitive walkthroughs, think-aloud and heuristic evaluation can be
cheap and they can be used in multiple stages of the software’s life cycle (Butt et al.,
2014).
Rajanen & Jokela (2004) discussed that it would be important to do cost-benefit
analysis for different phases of development. Because these respondent organizations do
usability evaluation in different phases, they must have done some sort of analysis to
come to the conclusion that it is beneficial to do usability activities in different phases.
It also shows that these organizations do not just pretend to care about usability because
some standard says so, but they actually want to improve the usability by taking the
usability of their products in to account during its whole life cycle. The survey could
have included a question asking if the organization do any cost-benefit analysis.
Every organization did usability testing with actual end users. Some organizations also
had internal employees, friends & family and random people testing their system’s
usability. These results match with the fact that only two organization conducted
heuristic evaluation, which normally is not done by end users. Unlike heuristic
evaluation, interviews and focus groups can be done with the real end users.
Questionnaires, observations and think-aloud were also very popular evaluation
methods, so it does look like the organizations want to hear their customers’ opinions
about their products. This is what user-centered design is all about, focus on the end
users. Previous study has shown that organization think that usability evaluation means
user involvement (Bak et al., 2008), which is a great approach towards usability
evaluation. The results are not very surprising either because user-centered design has
been the most common user interface design method for a while now (Ferreira et al.,
2007).
Even though all respondents have end users participating in their usability tests, it is not
always possible to get end users because they are not available for a reason or another
(Boy & Riedel, 2009). Bak et al. (2008) also found that it is hard to convince customers
to participate in usability testing. It is a very good thing these organizations have figured
out a way to reach end users for testing. There are lots of benefits for using usercentered design method and probably the most important one for an organization is the
fact that it can increase sales which also increases profits (Kohno et al., 2013).
Obviously if organization is creating mobile applications or other software that can be
sold over the internet without having physical product, you can find potential end users
from internet to test the product by just downloading the unfinished product.
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None of the organizations did their usability evaluation in laboratories (Figure 7).
Creating a laboratory can be expensive (Nielsen, 1994). This might be one of the
reasons for the lack of laboratories. Another thing might be the increasing popularity of
mobile devices and applications (Barbarossa et al., 2014). Most of the respondent
organizations did create mobile applications or devices. You do not need to test mobile
applications or devices in one place (unless they are in very early prototype phase)
which makes the laboratories irrelevant. They can be tested outdoors or anywhere you
like because there are no physical barriers preventing it.
Each organization had a bit different aims with usability evaluation. Some organizations
try to find issues strictly related to their system and its interface. Some organizations
have more user based approach, such as whether they have understood the customer
needs correctly or whether the customer know how to use the system. In previous study
organizations wanted to learn the context of use, needed review of prototype, and
wanted to improve requirement specifications (Hao & Jafaar, 2011). As there really is
not any right or wrong way to see this, both of those approaches are valid. In the end
every organization tries to improve the usability of their systems which affects on user
satisfaction.
The amount of different kinds of applications from entertainment to business on
different mobile devices is growing rapidly all the time (Barbarossa et al., 2014). This
shows in the results of this survey too. 62.5% of the respondent organizations developed
mobile applications which was single most popular product type these organizations
develop. 21 out of 29 game development organizations create games for mobile devices
(Nissinen, 2014). Web software was very common option in this study too and in
today’s world you have to make your web software also in mobile form. It is evident
that mobile applications are a big business becoming even bigger every day.
The respondents were asked to tell how they would define usability. Probably the most
famous definitions of usability are by ISO (1998) and Nielsen (2012). Survey responses
had same themes as ISO’s and Nielsen’s definitions have, such as ease of use and easy
to learn. Respondents also thought that users’ should not need to rely too much on
documentation or help guides, and users should be aware what they are doing. In
general their systems should be easily accessible and they should not be hard to use. The
faster the users can start using the product, the happier users and the developing
organization are.
According to earlier studies usability has not been understood very well in organizations
(e.g. Ferreira et al., 2007; Bak et al., 2008), but the respondents on this survey have
quite educated view on usability. These obviously are generally the respondents’ views
on usability and it does not necessarily match with the whole organization’s view. The
definition is sometimes related to the current work task and different people even in the
same organization might define usability differently (Hao & Jafaar, 2011). It would be
interesting to see whether the developers still think usability only as a user interface
design, as Heiskari et al. (2009) indicate, rather than as an part of the whole product.

6.2 Limitations
One of the most obvious limitations of this thesis was the small response rate, as has
been mentioned earlier. That is why any definite conclusions cannot be made on the
results but directional speculations can be made. One of the reasons why the response
rate was so low might be that organizations have tight security policies meaning that
they are not allowed to open links from unknown email addresses. This probably is an
issue with every e-survey and it needs to be fixed. One possible workaround on this
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might be that the questions could be in the email and respondent would answer simply
by responding to the email. However it is quite hard to make a survey that would be
easy to answer via email, and if the survey is not easy enough to fill, respondent
probably will not bother answering. Another option is just to print out hard copies of the
survey and use the traditional mail to the respondents. However it is not likely that the
organizations would spend time sending the survey back via traditional mail because
almost everything can be done electronically nowadays. You also could go to the
organization yourself and give them the survey, wait they answer to all the questions
and then take the filled survey with you but if there are hundreds of organizations to go
to, this method is way too heavy even for big research group.
Because this study only included Finnish ICT organizations, maybe the cover letter
should have been in Finnish too, instead of just in English. If there are any studies that
focus on one country or on area that has same language, the cover letter should be in
that specific language to make it feel more legit for the receiver. Cover letter should be
in English too, because nowadays organizations are very multicultural with employees
from all over the world and you cannot be sure whether the respondent speaks the other
language (Finnish in this study).
Another reason for low response rate might be that people who received the survey
simply do not care about usability or they do not want to bother answering to thesis
surveys. Even though the cover letter asked the organizations to respond even if they do
not do any usability evaluation, there might be those who did not answer for this reason.
It is in human nature not to do something they do not find interesting, important or
beneficial for themselves.
As the study was done by a survey, the survey itself had some limitations. First of all it
is much harder to know what respondents actually mean by their answers. Have they
understood the questions correctly? Did they give honest answers? There could have
been a question to the respondents at the end of the survey whether the researcher could
contact them for further details if there are some unclear issues. However this should be
optional for the respondent. Every survey question should be written very explicitly, so
that there cannot be any misunderstanding. Unfortunately that is very hard to do because
people understand different concepts differently.
If this study was done by interviewing all respondents, interviewer could have asked
follow-up questions from the interviewee which could have specified the answers. It
could also be beneficial to interview multiple personnel in an organization to learn
whether the usability is understood similarly by everyone in the company. This would
be much larger scale study but important nevertheless. Interview study has its
limitations too, for example the amount of (potential) participators would have to be
much smaller.

6.3 Future research
This subject should be studied more in the future in Finland and abroad. It would be
interesting to see this study repeated with updated questions to see whether answers
would differ. Interviewing organizations would be interesting approach on this subject
too. This study could also be continued in the future to include more countries to get a
broader view. This subject is “easy” in a sense that technology works quite similarly
everywhere in the world, so the same questions could be applied almost on any research
in any country. Obviously there are cultural differences that needs to be considered so
there needs to be some sort of modification.
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As has been mentioned earlier, e-surveys are hard to make so that potential respondents
do not feel insecure when opening them. Improving e-surveys’ legibility would be very
important research subject in the future, for it would benefit almost any research area in
any field. If surveys look and feel secure and respondent can trust them, it is possible
that response rates would rise in any study.
There are multiple ways to further study the results of this thesis. Do organizations use
any cost-benefit analyses? Why the popularity of heuristic evaluation is declining? It is
also very interesting to see that organizations are moving to more user-centered design
approach. Why is it so? Do they do it because they want to hear end-users’ opinions or
do they just think it is easier than paying for expensive usability experts? It is possible
to pick almost any of the questions in this study and make new research based on it. It
would also be interesting to do this survey so that managers and other employees are
separated so see whether they have different approach on usability within the same
organization as Hao & Jafaar (2011) found in their study.
Studying this subject is important for multiple parties and it could benefit all. The more
researchers know how usability engineering is practiced in the industry, the better
theories they can make. On the other hand the industry can learn from new theories.
And of course students who study computer sciences would have much more
understanding on this issue and they could bring their knowledge to the industry once
they graduate.
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7.

Conclusions

The main purpose of this thesis was to find out whether ICT organizations in Finland
conduct usability evaluation and if they do, how do they do it. A survey was sent to 105
organizations in Finland in three waves. The response rate was low, for only 8 responses
were received. Ultimately some conclusions were made of the results and it was
possible to draw some sort of mental picture of the approach on usability evaluation in
Finland and the answers for the research questions were found.
Currently Finnish ICT organizations think very positively of usability and they use
different kinds of methods for doing usability evaluation. Although these results might
not be ground breaking, they definitely are a very good start for future research. There
are lots of future research subjects that could follow this research and even some that
could benefit whole research community outside usability issues or even ICT.
The results were really positive. 7 out of 8 organizations did conduct usability
evaluation in their organization and the only company which does not conduct usability
still thought they might be doing it in the future. These results indicate that usability is
taken seriously in Finnish ICT industry. Organizations think that it has been useful to
conduct usability evaluation, they were healthily critical about their current state of
usability evaluation and they will continue with their efforts to create better usability
The first research question was what is Finnish ICT companies’ approach to usability
evaluation? The results show that at least in Finland ICT organizations have very
positive attitude towards usability and its evaluation. Respondents had very good
understanding of what usability is. The general theme of their answers was that usability
means ease-of-use, easy to learn and minimal documentation. Those answers followed
quite well the footsteps of the most common usability definitions. They also were trying
to find usability problems in their products that reflect quite well with their own
definitions of usability. Most importantly they know why they are doing usability
evaluation. It was really good to see that these organizations have thought about why
they do usability evaluation.
The second research question was what kind of methodologies do they use? Results
were quite interesting. Heuristic evaluation has been the most common usability
evaluation method for a long time (Sivaji et al., 2011). However this study shows that
heuristic evaluation is not as popular as one would have thought. Only two
organizations out of eight did heuristic evaluation. Organizations used multiple usability
evaluation methods at different stages of the product’s life cycle. Interviews and focus
groups were the most common evaluation methods in the respondent organizations.
Organizations focused on end users’ opinions and the results showed that every
company which conducted usability evaluation had end users participating for usability
testing at some stage of the development.
The third research question was if organizations do not do any kind of usability
evaluation, what are the reasons for not doing it? Because there was only one
respondent organization which does not conduct any usability evaluation, there cannot
be made any explicit conclusions. The one organization that did not conduct usability
evaluation because they do not have tools for it, but they might do usability evaluation
in the future. The lack of respondents who do not conduct usability evaluation could be
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positive or negative thing. It could mean that there really are not many companies who
would not conduct usability evaluation or it could mean that organization that do not
care about usability do not care to answer to research studies either. Either way,
according to this study majority of organizations think that good usability is important
in their products.
Overall even though response rate was low, this study has given important data of the
state of usability in Finnish ICT industry. With this data future research can build more
comprehensive results and create more knowledge of usability in ICT industry.
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Appendix A. Cover letter for the survey
Dear Sir or Madam,
I am writing my Master's Thesis on usability evaluation in the Finnish ICT industry.
The goal of this research is to find whether Finnish ICT companies conduct usability
evaluation, and if so, what evaluation methods they use. I am doing my Master's Thesis
for the Department of Information Processing Science at the University of Oulu.
I want to understand better what Finnish ICT companies opinions are on usability. In
the future the results of this research could be applied to improve the contents of
usability courses at the University of Oulu, to better fit the needs of the ICT industry in
Finland.
Upon completion, my thesis will be available free of charge so that anyone interested
may view the results. The names of the respondents and companies taking part in the
survey will be kept entirely anonymous. I hope you can find 5 - 10 minutes to answer
this short survey. The more companies taking part in this survey, the more valid and
comprehensive the results will be. Even if your company does not conduct any usability
evaluation whatsoever, taking part in this survey would be extremely beneficial for my
thesis.
Anyone in your company can take part in this survey, however, it would be preferable if
the person who is the most familiar with your company's usability evaluation could give
the answers. It would be great if you could give the answers within two weeks.
You can get to the survey from the link below:
http://goo.gl/forms/jytc5So5mr
Thank you!
Researcher:
University of Oulu
Department of Information Processing Science
Joona Toivanen
joona.toivanen@student.oulu.fi
Supervisor:
University of Oulu
Department of Information Processing Science
Mikko Rajanen
mikko.rajanen@oulu.fi
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Appendix B. Reminder letter for the survey
Dear Sir or Madam,
This is a reminder of the email I sent you two weeks ago (13.4.2015) about my Master’s
Thesis survey on Usability Evaluation in the Finnish ICT Industry. The goal of this
research is to find whether Finnish ICT companies conduct usability evaluation, and if
so, what evaluation methods they use. I am doing my Master's Thesis for the
Department of Information Processing Science at the University of Oulu.
I want to understand better what Finnish ICT companies opinions are on usability. In
the future the results of this research could be applied to improve the contents of
usability courses at the University of Oulu, to better fit the needs of the ICT industry in
Finland.
Upon completion, my thesis will be available free of charge so that anyone interested
may view the results. The names of the respondents and companies taking part in the
survey will be kept entirely anonymous. I hope you can find 5 - 10 minutes to answer
this short survey. The more companies taking part in this survey, the more valid and
comprehensive the results will be. Even if your company does not conduct any usability
evaluation whatsoever, taking part in this survey would be extremely beneficial for my
thesis.
Anyone in your company can take part in this survey, however, it would be preferable if
the person who is the most familiar with your company's usability evaluation could give
the answers. It would be great if you could give the answers as soon as possible.
You can get to the survey from the link below:
http://goo.gl/forms/jytc5So5mr
If you have already participated in the survey, you can ignore this email.
Thank you!
Researcher:
University of Oulu
Department of Information Processing Science
Joona Toivanen
joona.toivanen@student.oulu.fi
Supervisor:
University of Oulu
Department of Information Processing Science
Mikko Rajanen
mikko.rajanen@oulu.fi
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Appendix C. The survey
This survey has two different paths depending on what the respondent answered on the
question Do you conduct usability evaluation in your organization? on the first page of
the survey. Some of the questions have answer field muu (other in English). Muu is in
Finnish because even though the researcher’s browser is in English, Google seems to
see that the computer is in Finland and thus shows some automated words in Finnish.

First page of the survey.
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Respondents would get this page if they answered “no” to question Do you conduct
usability evaluation in your organization? on previous page.
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This is the 3rd page if respondents answered “no” to question Do you conduct usability
evaluation in your organization? on the very first page.
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50
Respondents would get this page if they answered “yes” to question Do you conduct
usability evaluation in your organization? on the first page.

This is the 3rd page if respondents answered “yes” to question Do you conduct usability
evaluation in your organization? on the very first page.
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This is the 4th page if respondents answered “yes” to question Do you conduct usability
evaluation in your organization? on the very first page.
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This is the second to last page whether the respondents answered “yes” or “no” to
question Do you conduct usability evaluation in your organization? on the very first
page.
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This is the final page whether the respondents answered “yes” or “no” to question Do
you conduct usability evaluation in your organization? on the very first page.

